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Abstract—As Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are evolving towards flexible and smart systems, their dependable communication becomes a decisive factor. In order to still guarantee a predictive and real-time behavior, verifying the network
performance of such adaptive systems is vital. Therefore, the
performance-verification has to consider the runtime variability
while scaling for larger number of applications and networks in
CPS. We introduce a novel performance-verification approach
with integrated variability enabling the analysis of adaptive
Ethernet-based CPS. It incorporates a formal model capturing all
relevant characteristics for deriving safe communication bounds.
Its soundness has been evaluated in an extensive automotive case
study and several changing test setups targeting scalability. The
results show that this integrated variability approach is superior
to a common static analysis and previously utilized heuristic.
In direct comparison it outperforms static analysis by up to 95
percent within the evaluated automotive system. Moreover, the
results show that it scales well and provides a profound basis for
analyzing larger adaptive networked systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today’s cyber-physical systems (CPS) enable a broad range
of applications based on software and electronics. To that end,
CPS are integrating more and more actuators and sensors with
increasing communication demands, such as high definition
cameras or laser scanners in the automotive domain. Thus,
the needed network bandwidth rises to a level, which can only
be satisfied by high bandwidth communication technologies,
such as Ethernet[1], [2], [3]. While Ethernet provides high
bandwidth to applications, the planning of such interactive
networks can no longer rely on static traffic assumptions.
CPS have to adapt dynamically to various contexts (cf. [4]).
Hence, a static network planning cannot adequately address
these flexibility concerns anymore. Modern automobiles for
example, may activate different combinations of driver assistance functions, depending on the driving context. For
instance, while backing into a parking space the rear view
camera function and the park distance control functions are
simultaneously activated. During automated highway driving,
the activation of the navigation system and the cruise control
would rather make sense.
CPS are often produced at high volume while production
costs are tried to be kept at a low level. This in turn, has a
great impact on the development process. Here, one tries to
predict the required hardware resources as exact as possible.
At the same time, CPS involve high dependability demands

and their functionalities - or also so-called features - must in
most cases meet time-critical requirements. For example, when
pictures recorded through a rear view camera are sent to the
head-unit of an automobile, they have to be displayed within a
defined time interval. The fulfillment of those requirements by
the network architecture design is verified within the network
performance-verification. The objective of this step inside the
design process of CPS is to meet the requirements of all
applications with the lowest possible amount of hardware
resources. At this process step, engineers are facing the challenge of mastering the complexity of a vast amount of runtime
configurations and an exact network performance-verification
for a cost-efficient and dependable network architecture at the
same time. In this work, we contribute to this challenge by
introducing:
 An improved scalable heuristic model for the network
performance-verification of dynamic CPS, which does
neither rely on manual runtime configuration definitions
nor does it imply artificial restrictions on network topology or medium access methods,
 a corresponding method enabling the calculation of safe
bounds for the minimum runtime configuration switching
transition delay, and
 an automotive case study representing a typical usecase of real-time CPS proving the applicability of the
presented approach.
In the following Section II, we introduce related approaches
and background to the introduced network performanceverification. As a running example, we provide a case study
of an automotive video system in Section III. In the subsequent Section IV, we present our approach for the network performance-verification with integrated variability for
dependable and adaptive CPS. Its validity, applicability and
scalability is evaluated within the automotive case study and
synthetic test-setups in Section V. Afterwards, we conclude
our work in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
Looking a decade or more back, network performanceverification[5], [6], [7] of distributed embedded systems was
mainly covering static scenarios. That is, the analytic model
covered one static software configuration consisting of a
number of tasks competing for shared resources provided
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by the system architecture. Since then, distributed embedded
systems are becoming more and more dynamic and open, thus,
evolving to CPS. This step offered a multitude of possibilities,
which made the performance-verification simultaneously very
complex. Since CPS are often multi-functional and dynamic,
design engineers are facing an immense number of features
ending in an exploding number of possible runtime configurations. System designs of CPS often host safety related
features and demand high dependability. Thus, worst-case
bounds are generally required. This fact makes it difficult
to find approximations, since all runtime configurations have
to be covered by the performance-verification. To solve this,
different kinds of approaches have been proposed.
One popular approach is to abstract from some dynamics of
the system for verifying the system’s performance in a rather
but not completely static way[8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13].
The idea is, to manually group a set of system-wide software
runtime configurations called modes[14] or scenarios[8], each
configuration addressing a different context or situation during
the runtime of the system. The performance of every runtime
configuration has to be verified individually. Depending on
the protocol for the configuration change, transitions have to
be verified, too (cf. [15]). While those approaches extended
the possibilities and allowed more resource-efficient system
designs, their limitations are evident. The manual nature of
describing runtime configurations limits the designable variability of the systems and thereby the resource-efficiency of
the design.
Another branch of approaches (cf. [16], [13]) tries to avoid
the abstractions resulting from system-wide modes. Here, each
software component owns a set of modes and thus, those
approaches allow more dynamisms than system-wide mode
approaches. However, for the performance-verification, all
runtime configurations have to be covered. Since the overall
runtime configurations are obtained by the cross product of the
sets of component-modes, this results in a combinatorially explosion and makes it too complex finding an exact solution. In
the approaches presented in [16] and [13], this has been solved
through restrictions concerning the network topology and media access mechanisms. Both approaches rely on time division
multiple access (TDMA). While these solutions help to reduce
the complexity of network performance-verification, they entail significant drawbacks concerning resource-efficiency and
bandwidth availability.
Additional works have been published [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21] that are mainly based on confining the analyzed
dynamics to local components. The presented approaches
rely on interfaces between classical performance evaluation
frameworks such as Real-Time Calculus[6] and more expressive concepts such as Timed Automata[22], Event Count
Automata [23] or Lustre [24]. Through this hybrid approach,
the combinatorial explosion can be avoided by the price of
neglecting system-wide dynamics. Especially for the case of
network performance-verification, this is obviously a significant disadvantage.
In summary, the concepts of system-wide modes,

component-wide modes, and hybrid performance-verification
imply significant drawbacks and leave a gap open that is worth
spending a detailed look at. Targeting this opportunity, we will
present an approach integrating variability concerns within the
network performance-verification of CPS.
III. AUTOMOTIVE V IDEO S YSTEM
Automobiles and their complex e/e-architecture are prominent example systems evolving towards adaptive CPS with
real-time requirements. Therewith, the in-vehicle video architecture plays an important part. It consists of several timecritical video functions, which all transfer data from different
sources to the head-unit display, which visualizes the data. The
following features are generally included in such a system:

 Human Machine Interface (HMI) feature generates a









configuration menu video stream, which is displayed on
the head-unit.
Navigation feature calculates driving routes and generates
a visualization for the driver.
Storage Movie feature transfers video content from an
entertainment electronic control unit (ECU) to the headunit.
Bluray Movie feature transfers video content from a
Bluray Player to the head-unit.
Online Stream feature transfers video content from an
Antenna ECU to the head-unit.
Top-View feature aggregates four video streams from four
cameras mounted at different positions of the vehicle.
Thereof, a merged video stream is generated which shows
the vehicle from a bird’s eye view.
Nightvision feature sends a video stream from a nightvision camera to the head-unit.
Side-View feature displays two video streams recorded
from cameras at the vehicle’s mudguards, thus, providing
the driver a view into hardly visible areas, such as the case
in crossroads.

All of these features have requirements on the maximum endto-end transmission delay (cf. Table I) and must be integrated
in an adequate network architecture. We will introduce our
variability-aware network performance-verification approach
by further detailing this example in the following.
IV. T HE I NTEGRATED VARIABILITY A PPROACH
Our approach relies on an analysis and performance model,
which we will introduce first. Based on these, we will present
our method to calculate safe bounds for the minimum runtime
configuration switching transition delay.
A. Analysis and Performance-Models
The introduced work is based on the model presented in
[25], [26] which comprises several layers of abstraction (cf.
Figure 1).
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0; y > 0, where x is the minimum number of features, y
is the maximum and N is the set of natural numbers.
Figure 2 shows an example feature model of the usecase presented in Section III. Here, we have three cardinality
groups. The first group consists of four features: Human
Machine Interface (HMI), Navigation, Movie and Advanced
Driver Assistant Systems (ADAS). Since the head-unit display
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Fig. 1: Overview over the integrated variability approach

1) Runtime Feature Model: A runtime feature model describes the dynamics of the system at the abstraction level of
features. In general, a feature model represents a system in
a tree-like structure, where – originating from a root feature
– features are detailed by one or more child-features. The
runtime dependencies between features can be modeled by
cardinality groups (cf. [27]), i.e., a group of features and cardinalities. The cardinalities characterize in which multiplicities
the group of features can occur during runtime. Its formal
description is given in Definition 1.
Definition 1 (Runtime Feature Model):
A runtime feature model fm is a 5-tuple fm = (F; r; D; ; ).
It consists of:
 A set of features F = ff1 ; :::; fn g; n 2 N; n > 0 and a
set of leaf-features Fleaf  F .
 A root feature (concept) r, where r has no parents. That
means @f 2 F : (f; r) 2 D.
 Decomposition Edges D  F  F , where D forms an
acyclic, connected graph, i.e. a tree.
 Cardinality Groups = f 1 ; :::; n g  2F nf;g, j i j >
1,8f; f 0 2 i : 9fp : (fp ; f ); (fp ; f 0 ) 2 D
 Cardinalities ( i ) = (x; y); i 2 ; x; y 2 N; x 
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Fig. 2: Runtime Feature-Model of the Automotive Video
System
can only show one stream at once, the cardinality of this
group is set to 1::1. That is to say, exactly one of these
features can be active at the same time. The two remaining
feature groups represent refinements of the features Movie and
ADAS. As already mentioned, the Movie-feature plays video
content from three different sources. These are: Storage Movie,
Bluray Movie, and Online Stream. Analogously to the before
explained cardinality group, this group allows only exactly one
of its features to be present during runtime. This holds also for
the last feature group, which details the ADAS-feature to three
further features: Top-View-feature, the Nightvision-feature, and
the Side-View-feature.
2) Data Flow Component Model: The data flow component
model describes the software architecture, a detailed representation of the data dependencies’ traffic characteristics and
non-functional requirements. Those are mainly described by
so-called traffic envelopes, which are worst-case estimations
for the data sending behavior of the software components. In
detail, this is the maximum burst size  (i.e., the amount of
data a component sends at once), the average used bandwidth
, the maximum data frame size Lmax on data link layer
(DLL), and the application frame size f rame. The value of
^ describes the maximum tolerable end-to-end transmission
delay for the relevant data dependency on application level.
Definition 2 (Data Flow Component Model):
A data flow component model cm is a triple cm =
(C; Rdd ; data ). It consists of:
 A set of components C = fc1 ; :::; cn g.
 Unidirectional data dependencies Rdd  C  C .
 Traffic characteristics and non-functional requirements of
data dependencies data : Rdd ! N  N  N  N  R
data (rd) = (; ; Lmax ; f rame; ^), where N is the set
of natural numbers and R is the set of real numbers.
Figure 3 shows the corresponding data flow component
model for the use-case introduced in Section III, where data
dependencies are represented by lines with a dot-end. The
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Fig. 3: Software Component Model of the Automotive Video
System

latter indicates the receiving component and thereby, the
direction of the data flow. The respective traffic characteristics
and end-to-end delay requirements are shown in Table I.
The first column shows the source and target component of
the corresponding data dependency. The following columns
include the average bandwidth, the maximum application
frame size, the maximum burst data size, the maximum frame
size on data link layer, and the maximum acceptable end-toend delay on application layer (cf. [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]).
Avg.
bandw.
[Mbits]
6.1848

Max. size
appl.-frame
[octet]
25,770

Max.
Burst
[octet]
25,770

Lmax
[octet]
1526

Max.
delay
[ms]
33

6.1848

25,770

25,770

1526

33

6.1848

25,770

25,770

1526

33

6.1848

25,770

25,770

1526

33

6.1848

25,770

25,770

1526

33

6.1848

25,770

25,770

1526

33

6.1848

25,770

25770

1526

33

25.7810

107,421

107,421

1526

100

164.9762

687,401

687,401

1526

100

164.9762

687,401

687,401

1526

100

164.9762

687,401

687,401

1526

100

164.9762

687,401

687,401

1526

100

8f; f 0 2 Fleaf ; f 6= f 0 : F C (f ) \ F C (f 0 ) = ;
0
8dd 2 Rdd ; dd = (c; c0 ) : 9f 2 Fleaf
[; c; c 2 F C (f )
f 2Fleaf

(3)

F C (f ) = C

(4)

TABLE I: Data dependecies and end-to-end delay requirements of the case study
3) Feature-to-Component Mapping: The relation between
the feature model and the component model is formalized
through a feature-to-component mapping F C : Fleaf ! 2C
(cf. Definition 3). Thus, a leaf-feature f is mapped to a set
of components Cf  C . In this case, the mappings are
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disjunct (cf. Equation 2). Furthermore, data dependencies connect solely components within one mapping (cf. Equation 3).
These requirements reduce the complexity of the analysis and
performance model, as they will enable some useful properties,
which will be described in Section IV-A5 in Definition 6
and 7. Although, those formal prerequisites are not fulfilled
by runtime feature models and their mappings in general,
they can be achieved through component substitutions. This
means, whenever there exist overlapped components, those
components have to be duplicated and replaced according
to the number of overlapping features. The newly generated
duplicates can then be assigned to the corresponding feature. If
the situation occurs, that there is at least one data dependency
between mappings, two steps have to be conducted. First,
it has to be determined, for which exact features this data
dependency is vital. Afterwards, depending on the concrete
mapping, duplicates may have to be created and assigned to
the corresponding features. As described in Equation 4, there
is no component in the system, which is not represented by a
feature.
Definition 3 (Feature-to-Component Mapping):
A feature-to-component mapping is a map F C , mapping
from features to components. It is defined as follows:
F C : Fleaf ! 2C (1)
F C (f ) = Cf ; f 2 Fleaf ; Cf 2 2C ; (2)
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TABLE II: feature-to-component mapping of the Automotive
Video System
Table II shows the mapping for the case study introduced in
Figure 2. Every leaf-feature is mapped onto a set of components. The mapping is indicated by an ’x’. As we can see, the
head-unit component is included in each features’ mapping. In
particular, each runtime configuration contains this component.
Here, we can achieve the properties formulated by Equations
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2-3 by replacing the head-unit component by a substitute for
each overlapping feature, as described in the former paragraph.
For most of the features, the mapping includes, besides the
head-unit component, one component that sends video content
to the head-unit component. Exceptions are the Top-View
and the Side-View-features. These map to a larger set of
components. The Top-View feature for example, maps onto
six components: four components responsible for generating
and transmitting video data, one component (top-view merge)
in charge of receiving and merging these video pictures as
well as sending the resulting merged pictures to the head-unit
component.
4) Network Model: The network architecture and the allocations of software components and data dependencies are
represented in the network model. It includes descriptions
of computing nodes, switches, physical communication links,
mappings from software components to computing nodes, as
well as allocations of data paths. The formal descriptions are
given through Definition 4 and 5.
Definition 4 (Network Model):
A network model nt is a four-tuple nt = (N; IC; C ; R ).
It is defined as follows:

 Nodes N = Nc [ Nsw ,






– Computing Units Nc = fnc1 ; :::; ncn g,
– Network Switches Nsw = fnsw1 ; :::; nswm g,
Interconnections IC = fic1 ; :::; icl g between nodes,
IC  N  N  N; ici = (si ; ei ; lsi ); ici 2 IC; si ; ei 2 N ,
where si is the start node, ei is the end node and lsi is
the link speed,
A mapping C from components to computing nodes as
defined in Definition 5,
A mapping R from data dependencies onto interconnections as defined in Definition 5.

The allocation of software components to computing nodes
and data dependencies to interconnections is described in the
component-to-hardware mapping. It is assumed without loss
of generality, that (i) one component is mapped to exactly one
computing node (cf. Equation 7) and (ii) paths of data dependencies are acyclic in general. Whenever a data dependency
dd connects any two components which are allocated to the
same computing node, the set assigned to R (dd) is the empty
set (cf. Equation 9).
Definition 5 (Component-to-Hardware Mapping):
A Component-to-Hardware Mapping cthw is a tuple cthw =
(C ; R ) . It is defined as follows:

R ((c; c0 )) =

(5)
(6)
(7)

 A mapping R from data dependencies onto
interconnections

ficn 1 ; :::; ic0 g
f;g

R : Rdd

! 2IC

if C (c) 6= C (c0 )

else;

(8)
(9)

(c; c0 ) 2 Rdd ; ici 2 IC

Figure 4 shows the network model of the automotive
example introduced in Figure 2. The core of depicted network
architecture is build upon two interconnected switches, which
are in turn connected to the computing nodes of the architecture. All physical communication links are 1000 Mbits fullduplex Ethernet links. The allocation of software components
is shown as dotted line with a square-end. Since the data paths
of different data dependencies are unambiguous (only one path
between two computing nodes exists), data path allocations
have been omitted in this visualization.
5) Performance Model: The performance of the system
is modeled by an integrated network performance model,
which allows both: the description of performance and possible
runtime variability space. The latter denotes the set of all valid
runtime configurations. Equations 15 - 20 formalize the main
part of the integrated network performance model, which is
basically a parametrized network calculus model (cf. [5]). It
specifies – depending on the chosen feature activation – the
maximum delay a bit can experience in a queue of an egress
port of an Ethernet switch. Interpreted as a maximization
problem and after a linearization-transformation (cf. [33]), this
model can be solved by a mixed-integer linear program solver.
Before a detailed description of Equations 15 - 20 is given,
some additional mappings are introduced. First, a mapping
between features and data dependencies is defined, with
Definition 6. Based on this, the inverse mapping of data
dependencies to features is defined.
Definition 6 (Feature-to-Data-Dependency Mapping):
A Feature-to-Data-Dependency mapping is a map F Rdd ,
mapping features to data dependencies. It is defined by:

F Rdd : Fleaf ! Rdd
F Rdd = f(f; dd)jf 2 Fleaf ; dd 2 Rdd ;
dd = (c; c0 ); c; c0 2 F C (f )g

(10)
(11)
(12)

Definition 7 (Data-Dependency-to-Feature Mapping):
1 ,
A Data-Dependency-to-Feature mapping is a map F 
Rdd
mapping data dependencies to features. It is defined by:

 A mapping C from components to computing nodes
C : C ! Nc
C (c) = n; c 2 C; n 2 Nc ;
9(c; n) 2 C ! 8(c; n0 ) 2 C : n = n0

(

1 : Rdd ! Fleaf
F 
Rdd
1 = f(dd; f )j9(f; dd) 2 F R g
F 
dd
Rdd

(13)
(14)

1
It can be shown that F 
Rdd is left-total and right-unique.
These two properties are very useful, since they guarantee
that for each data dependency there is exactly one feature
assigned. This makes the formulation of the maximization
problem POLF (cf. Equations 15 - 20) less complex, since a
unique mapping from data dependencies to features enables an
assignment from traffic characteristics to features. Thus, one
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Fig. 4: Network Model of the Automotive Video System

can formulate a parametrized performance model as stated in
Equation 15-20.
The input parameters of the maximization problem POLF
(Equation 15-20) can be obtained from the feature model,
from the network model and from the component model.
Basically, the values of POLF depend on the selected featureactivation 1 ; :::; n ; i 2 f0; 1g, where n stands for the
overall number of features and value 1 for the activation and
0 for the deactivation of a feature. The de- or activation of a
r respectively
feature influences the values of the sums j jkl
r
j jk , where jkl stands for the relaxed burst value and jk
for the average bandwidth of a data dependency ddjk . The
structure of the feature model is given by the constraints of
the maximization problem (cf. equations 16–20).
Equation 16 and 17 ensure that the root feature respectively
the feature of the considered data dependency are activated.
Equation 18 guarantees that a feature can only be activated
when its parent feature is activated and Equation 19 assures
that maximum multiplicities of the cardinality groups are met.
The parameters Cin and Cout represent the speed of the
incoming ports and the speed of the analyzed egress port,
where (Cin j j > 0) and (Cout j j > 0) have to hold.
Since the value of Cin would depend on the concrete feature
r is used. The variable
activation, an over-approximation Cin
L stands for the sum of the maximum sizes of data link

layer frames from the incoming ports. The exact value of L
would depend on the activated features and that in turn would
imply non-linear terms. In this case, we over-approximate this
 r , which stands for the maximum possible
parameter with L

 (cf. [25]).
value of L
(Cinr
(POLF) max
s:t:

 r (Cout j j )
Cout )j jr + L
(15)
Cout (Cinr j j )
r = 1;
(16)
0
@(f ; fr ) 2 D
active = 1;
(17)
1 (ddactive ) = factive
F 
Rdd
i pi  0;
(18)
P(fpi ; fi )y2D0;
(19)
j;i
fj1 ; :::; fjn 2 j ; ( j ) = (x; y )
j 2 f0; 1g
(20)

The solution for the integer linear problem (ILP) stated in
r for the
Equation 21-27 represents an over-approximation Cin
Cin -parameter of POLF. In contrast to the heuristic presented
in [25], this new heuristic obviously delivers a tighter overapproximation, since it determines the maximum Cin -value
including all relevant runtime configurations. The heuristic in
[25] assumed in contrast only the theoretical maximum value
for Cin , no matter if that value can be reached in any relevant
runtime configuration.
The objective function (Equation 21) of PCIN consists of
the sum of the link speeds of incoming links, that have a data
dependency crossing the incoming as well as the outgoing
link. The link speed is only considered when the relevant
incoming link is activated. This is the case, if at least one data
dependency is activated on that link. The respective constraint
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is modeled by Equation 22. The activation of relevant links
iciin is represented by a variable iin 2 f0; 1g, where value
1 stands for the activation and 0 for the deactivation. The
constraints implied through the structure of the feature model
(Equations 23 – 27) are consistant to those of POLF.

P i  ici :ls
in
in
P
i
 i 0

(PCIN) max
s:t:

(21)

(22)
icin
r = 1;
(23)
0
@(f ; fr ) 2 D
active = 1;
(24)
1
F Rdd (ddactive ) = factive
i pi  0;
(25)
P(fpi ; fi )y2D0;
(26)
j;i
fj1 ; :::; fjn 2 j ; ( j ) = (x; y )
iin 2 f0; 1g; iciin 2 f0; 1g; j 2 f0; 1g (27)
in

Based on this formalization, an end-to-end performanceverification can be pursued. Equation 28 describes how to
compute a safe bound for the end-to-end delay. The first term
stands for the transmission time of the application frame,
whereas the second term represents the store-and-forward
delays, and the third term sums up delays in the queues
of the switch egress ports along the path. The store-andforward delay d^sf can be calculated by dividing the maximum
frame size through the link speed of the corresponding data
link. Delays in the queues of the switch egress port d^rpv can
thereupon be obtained by solving the maximization problem
POLF.
):frame
d^re2epv (dd) = dataic(dd
0 :ls
n 1
n 1
+ d^sf (dd; ici ) +
d^rpv (ici );
(28)
i=0
i=1
PATH(dd) = (icn 1 ; :::; ic0 )
1 (dd) = factive
active = 1; F 
Rdd

P

P

B. Configuration Switching Analysis
The configuration change protocol (or mode change protocol, cf. [34]) defines the process and conditions under which
configuration changes have to be conducted. Generally, a configuration change implies that the system has a defined starting
configuration Sa at the time t0 when a configuration change
to a new configuration Sz is requested. At that point, features
can be categorized into three disjunct sets: Faz containing
features belonging to Sa and Sz ; Fa including features only
belonging to the old configuration Sa and not to Sz ; and
Fz holding solely features from Sz which do not belong to
Sa . According to [34] configuration change protocols mainly
differ in the way they handle feature modifications and their
respective tasks or components that belong to Fa . There are
three possibilities: (i) deactivating those features immediately,
(ii) letting those features complete their task and deactivating
them afterwards, and (iii) deactivating only partially features
of Fa immediately. In the work at hand, the assumption is

taken, that all old features are deactivated immediately after a
configuration change request.
Figure 5 gives an overview of such a configuration switch
at the time t0 , when the configuration change was requested
and the old features with the corresponding data dependencies
are deactivated. The bottom of the figure shows the status in
one of the switches at this time. In this excerpt, the queue of
the switch output port to the head-unit is still occupied with
Ethernet frames belonging to features of the old configuration
Sa .
Since the performance models generally assume empty
queues, it is essential for ensuring the dependability of adaptive CPS to define a minimum transition time tSa !Sz , which
is needed to bring the network back to a defined state. That is,
tSa !Sz time has to elapse at minimum, before the features
belonging to Fz can be activated. During this time, all frames
belonging to Fa have to be vanished from the network. For a
single data dependency, this worst-case time duration can be
calculated as stated in Equation 29. This situation occurs, when
a configuration change is requested during the transmission of
an Ethernet frame corresponding to a data dependency which
has to be deactivated. In that case, the frame has to traverse
its complete path to the target network node. Analogously to
Equation 28, the delay in the queues in the switch egress port
d^rpv (ici ) can be obtained by solving POLF.
n 1
n 1
trdd =
d^sf (ici ) +
d^rpv (ici );
(29)
i=0
i=1
PATH(dd) = (icn 1 ; :::; ic0 )

P

P

For the entire set Fa , the minimum transition duration is the
maximum value over all relevant data dependencies as stated
in Equation 30.
trSa !Sz =
max
trdd
(30)
1
F 
Rdd (dd)2Fa
With this Equation, we are able to calculate the safe minimum
transition time for an arbitrary configuration change Sa ! Sz
to guarantee a safe configuration switching. The trdd -bound
holds for all runtime configurations, since d^rpv (ici ) is the
maximum delay over all runtime configurations. This offers
significant advantages: Firstly, the calculation scales even for
large configuration spaces (cf. [25]). Secondly, since we do not
need a bound for every single transition, the memory need is
reduced dramatically.
V. E VALUATION
In order to evaluate our approach and to analyze the magnitude of those minimum configuration switching times, we
applied it to the automotive video system introduced in Section
III. The results of the comprehensive evaluation are shown in
Table III. In the second and third column, the minimum configuration switching transition times are listed, where the second
column contains the results using the heuristic of [25], and
the third column holds the results using the heuristic presented
in Section IV-A5 (cf. Equations 21 – 27). It can be derived
directly that the new heuristic clearly outperforms the one from
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Fig. 5: Illustration of the network architecture within a configuration switch of the Automotive Video System

[25]. The average improvement of the new heuristic lies at
approximately 59 percent. Besides the achieved improvement,
the values calculated by the new heuristic are all in the order
of microseconds, thus, in direct comparison they are very low.
The overall minimum configuration switching time trSa !Sz
is obtained through the maximum trdd value. Hence, the
maximum possible trSa !Sz -value for this case study is 683
microseconds. Compared to the magnitude of obtained endto-end latencies, these values are very low. For example,
when turning off the Top-View-feature and activating the HMIfeature, it takes at least1 0:683ms + 5:524ms = 6:207ms
until the first video data of the HMI can be displayed (i.e.,
1 On application level, there would be additional delays, such as videodecoder delays, but this is the absolute minimum from a network’s point of
view.

the minimum transition time takes approximately 11 percent
of the overall user-visible feature activation delay).
To summarize the presented findings, one can say, that these
configuration switching bounds do not increase the user-visible
activation delay of features significantly. However, since they
assure the basic assumptions of the performance model, they
are clearly not negligible and therefore have to be considered
as well in the design of dependable systems.
Besides the minimum configuration switching transition
time, the maximum end-to-end latency (cf. Equation 28) has
been evaluated. The third, fourth, and fifth column contain
the results of a static performance-verification as well as for
one using the heuristic from [25], and the novel approach
of this work at hand. For the old and new heuristics, we
can observe that the delays of all data dependencies are
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0.671
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0.877
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0.671

31.752

0.968

0.877
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0.671

31.752

0.968

0.877

0.951

0.683

47.503

1.157

0.889

0.398

0.280

31.752

0.604

0.487

0.398

0.280

31.752

0.604

0.487

TABLE III: Minimum configuration switching transition times
and end-to-end latency values of the case study

significantly below their requirements (cf. Table I). In contrast
to these approaches, the static performance-verification fails
for the data dependency between the Top-View Merge- and
the Top-View Rear CAM-component. The calculated value lies
approximately 46 percent above its requirement and thus, the
network architecture would be considered to fail guaranteeing
dependable communication. For the new heuristic, the average
improvement – compared to the static verification – lies by 95
percent.
While in the scope of CPS the question of scalability is
decisive, we conducted additional experiments, which where
executed on a 64-bit machine with two octa-core Intel Xeon
E5-2660 and 128 GB RAM running a Debian 64-bit Linux.
The approach is implemented in C using lp solve[35] 5.5 and
the calculations where distributed over 16 threads. Typical
modern automotive e/e-architectures of different sizes (cf. [25]
for details on the test-setups) were evaluated. In line with
present and expected system sizes (cf. [36], [37]), the system
architectures vary from the smallest setup with 50 features,
400 software components, 20 electronic control units, 12
Ethernet switches and one runtime configuration to the largest
with 500 features, 4000 software components, 200 electronic
control units, 143 Ethernet switches and 1; 1  1015 runtime
configurations (cf. Table IV). The traffic characteristics have
been assigned according to the values and distributions shown
in Table V (cf. [28], [32], [29], [30]). The specific assignments
have been varied randomly within a range of 20 percent.
The transmission speed of the communication links is set

SK-1
SK-2
SK-3
SK-4
SK-5
SK-6
SK-7
SK-8
SK-9

Number of
Runtime Configurations

1%

overall

? per
Port

50
32
1
100 1; 0  103
10
150 3; 3  104 3; 3  102
200 1; 0  106 1; 0  104
250 3; 4  107 3; 4  105
300 1; 1  109 1; 1  107
350 3; 4  1010 3; 4  108
400 1; 1  1012 1; 1  1010
500 1; 1  1015 1; 1  1013

#Switches

4.951

#ECUs

Head-Unit,
HMI
Head-Unit,
Navigation
Head-Unit,
Entertainment
Head-Unit,
Bluray
Head-Unit,
Internet
Head-Unit,
Nightvision
TV Merge,
TV Right CAM
TV Merge,
TV Left CAM
TV Merge,
TV Front CAM
TV Merge,
TV Rear CAM
SV Merge,
SV Right CAM
SV Merge,
SV Left CAM

#Components

Data
Dependency

to the smallest possible value that results in an maximum
utilization smaller than 60 percent, where the speed is at least
10 Mbits and only powers of ten are permitted. For each
test-setup and for each Cin -heuristic 40 test-runs have been
conducted. Figure 6 depicts how our approach scales on these
test-setups. Both heuristics show comparable results, where
the old heuristic performs slightly faster in average. Even for
the largest test-setup the new heuristic took only 28 minutes
in average to verify the end-to-end delays. Since the term of
Equation 29 is also contained in Equation 28, we obtain trdd
while computing d^re2epv . Thus, the results shown in Figure 6
hold for both values.
The evaluations demonstrate the advantages of our introduced performance-verification approach addressing variability in an integrated way. The novel heuristic performs
significantly better than the static or preliminary approach.
Moreover, we could highlight that our work scales well and
may also be applied for analyzing dependable communication
behavior of upcoming larger CPS.
#Leaf-Features

^

Scenario ID

Minimum conf. switch
End-to-End
transition time tr [ms]
Latency dre2epv [ms]
dd
old Cin new Cin static
old Cin - new Cin heuristic
heuristic
verification heuristic heuristic

400
800
1200
1600
2000
2400
2800
3200
4000

20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
200

12
22
42
49
67
77
91
110
143

TABLE IV: Test-setups to evaluate the scalability of our
approach (cf. [25])
Bandwidth
[Mbit/s]
6.1848
0.0576
1.65056
1.5072
3.814
25.7810

Appl.Frame
[Octet]
25,770
72
20,632
942
2,384
107,421

[Octet]
25,770
7,200
20,632
942
2,384
107,421

Lmax
[Octet]
1,526
72
1,526
942
942
1,526

Dist.
[%]
30
20
10
10
10
10

164.9762

687,401

687,401

1,526

10



Category
ADAS video
Control data
Navigation data
Stereo audio
Multi-channel audio
Ultra High
Definition Video
(h265 5 Main tier)
Ultra High
Definition Video
(h265 5.1 High tier)

Burst



TABLE V: Traffic characteristics and their distribution for testsetups SK-1 – SK-9
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
For future CPS, network performance-verification in variable scenarios is essential to still meet real-time requirements.
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Fig. 6: Average runtime over 40 test-runs of our approach using the new and the old Cin -heuristic for test setups SK-1 – SK-9
with 95%-confidence Intervals

In the work at hand, we present an approach enabling the
network performance-verification of adaptive Ethernet-based
CPS. Specifically, we enhance heuristics for superior analyses
and present means to determine the minimum transition time
bound for configuration switching at runtime. The approach
does not rely on the manual definition of modes. Thus, the
describable runtime variability becomes more fine-granular
and thereby, the potential savings in network resources can
be increased. Furthermore, the approach does not imply any
artificial architectural restrictions to the network topology,
such as assuming time-driven network access. We additionally highlight by an automotive case study that an average
improvement of 95 percent can be achieved in comparison to
state-of-the-art static analysis. The scalability of the approach
has been validated through several test-setups with varying
complexity. In these experiments, even the performance of a
rather large, dynamic, and complex system with thousands of
components and hundreds of network nodes could be verified
within reasonable time of half an hour.
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